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Prepare for Battle - Paper Glider vs. Gnomes for iPhone/iPad and Android
Published on 01/11/12
Garden gnomes beware... Paper Glider returns in its biggest adventure yet, and this time
it's war. UK mobile games studio Neon Play has just launched their seventh game in a
series which now has well over 12 million downloads. Paper Glider vs. Gnomes is an
explosive, brain-teasing game which requires bombs and logic to obliterate an army of
obnoxious garden gnomes. The Android version is due for release 01/12/2012.
Cirencester, United Kingdom - Top UK indie developer Neon Play has announced the release
of Paper Glider vs. Gnomes, the next explosive installment in their popular Paper Glider
series. With over 12 million downloads in the series so far, this fun and unique gnome
smashing game is the perfect addition to the collection. It's currently live for iPhone
and iPad, with the Android version being released imminently on 01/12/2012.
In Paper Glider vs. Gnomes players must jump back into the hot-seat of their paper plane.
Pesky garden gnomes are threatening to take over the world with their pokey fishing rods,
noisy accordions and rude attitudes.
Each paper plane that can be thrown at these cheeky gnomes is equipped with a rolling
bomb, which when placed correctly, can blow those offensive ornaments to bits. However,
it's not always as simple as dropping a bomb...
At the start of each level gnomes are hidden behind a unique puzzles, so exploration and
experimentation is important to ensure victory. There are three stages and over 60 levels
and if all gnomes are destroyed efficiently, three stars are awarded. This will have the
hardcore players striving for those perfect games.
Those who want more destructive content can visit the Hot Shop which contain power-ups to
aid gliders in battle. The Detonator can trigger bomb explosions and Unlimited Gliders
awards the player with an endless army of bomb-dropping planes. The most popular gliders
from the original titles can also be unlocked, as well as every level in the game.
It's not just the explosively gameplay that will guarantee Paper Glider vs. Gnomes players
coming back for more. There are also well over 150 stars to collect and plenty of fun and
quirky achievements to unlock.
The original Paper Glider was a worldwide number one game for iPhone and hit global
headlines when it became the ten billionth app to be downloaded from the Apple App Store.
Oli Christie, CEO of Neon Play commented, "Paper Glider is our most popular game franchise
and this game is a fantastic addition to the Paper Glider collection. It's incredibly
puzzly and not as easy as it initially looks. We hope that our fans will love trying to
work out how to reach the naff gnomes and revel in the explosive fun."
Device Requirements
* iPhone 3GS (or above), iPod touch (3rd generation and above) or iPad
* Requires iOS 4.0 or later
* 40.7MB
Pricing and Availability
Paper Glider vs. Gnomes is FREE and available worldwide though the App Store and Google
Marketplace in the Games category.
Neon Play:
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http://www.neonplay.com/
Paper Glider:
http://www.neonplay.com/paper-glider.html
Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/paper-glider-vs.-gnomes/id482928991
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qwlSqjNvlU&hd=1
Screenshot:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/092/Purple/ec/c2/2e/mzl.mudcngyi.320x480-75.jpg
Press Kit (zip):
http://neonplay.com/press/pgvsgpresskit.zip

Neon Play Ltd is a mobile games studio founded by Oli Christie making iOS and Android
games. With over 28 mobile game downloads, ten of Neon Play's titles have achieved over
one million downloads including Paper Glider, Flick Football, Golf Putt Pro, Paper Glider
Crazy Copter, Traffic Panic 3D and Hotshot Pool. Copyright (C) 2012 Neon Play Ltd. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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